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 The FusionCharts products are designed as a common platform and offer the widest selection of components across different
types of charts, such as line, column, gauge, and stock charts. FusionCharts are made available as Flash components that run in
any web browser and do not require any programming, making it possible for developers to build and deploy customizable and

interactive charts quickly and easily. The FusionCharts suite is composed of three major product families: FusionCharts,
FusionCharts Professional and FusionCharts Lite. FusionCharts includes all the charting components, but may be used with any

web browser and is available for free. FusionCharts Lite is a product offering a limited set of charting components.
FusionCharts Professional is a product offering charts for applications and mobile platforms, including mobile browsers and

mobile applications. FusionCharts is available for a free online version and a free "basic" version for Macromedia Flash Player
9 or higher. FusionCharts Lite includes components for line and column charts and is available for download or purchase at a
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discount. FusionCharts Professional is available for sale and support is available via webinars, telephone and email. History
FusionCharts was first released in January 2004 as a free Flash component, and was supported with the release of Flash
Professional CS3. Prior to its development, Macromedia had produced a range of individual, non-proprietary charting

components, such as FlopChart and ChartDirector. In the United States, a Federal Court mandated that all the individual
charting components made by Macromedia be bundled together and made available free of charge. These components had been

free for Macromedia customers in other countries and are now available to all. While offering a range of chart types, such as
line, gauge, stock, and bar charts, FusionCharts also offers a number of other charting features, including: Dynamic chart types,
such as LineStock and GaugeStock charts; Animated charts; Charting components for mobile platforms and browsers, such as
Mobile, iPhone, Android, and BlackBerry; Automatic scales, such as micro, min, max, and log scales; Data blending and data

labels; Web configuration for vertical and horizontal ranges; Crossover, 3D, and 3D XY charts; Collapsible charts, such as
StockGauge and StockBar; Two-way scrolling; Tools to measure and show volume; Interactive charts; and 82157476af
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